
	

 

 

10am to 12pm Saturday 2 nd March 

1240 Norton Road Wamboin NSW 2620 

“Mastering our Energy” 

 

VIP Invite to Launch of  Energy Medic ine 8 

With personal excitement Id’ like to invite you to the opening of my new adventure   Teaching the 
science of energy how we heal with it how we use it to protect us manifest abundance create our 
realities and heal our lives and the lives of those around us. Energy Management is highly important 
of ourselves our team our families.  We are moving each year into increasingly upgraded energies and 
I can show you how to take advantage of the increase in energy, with more life, health and happiness 
you become an empowered human being with Mastery of your emotions. 

Basically we create what we Think about in our external worlds.  Our minds are increasingly powerful 
tools to create and heal our realities now more than ever. Once we can understand and accept that 
energy is in everything, yes 4% matter and 96% high speed light; we can start to comprehend the 
power of connecting deeply to it at a cellular level.  Energy is in absolutely everything; not just the 
hard matter dense objects like our bodies bones and furniture; it’s in the ground in the air in the sun 
water it is in us at a cellular level.   

Then take this another step further this energy is moving and changing with our emotions every 
thought every action we take its in our environments people around us; Once we can accept and 
allow this energy to merge within us and sense it around us we can open and activate the power of 
using all of this energy in vital and positive flowing ways. 

 With energy portals recently being discovered along with these ancient pyramid ruins in Bosnia, 
science now has hard facts and evidence of civilisation dating back 40,000 years ago.  The energy is 
being read at 28000 htz in the exposed tunnels leading into the first pyramid and it is the only energy 
has ever been read inside a pyramid structure.  Archaeologists and Scientists have been working on 
excavations since discovery in 2006.  The 2nd Science Conference is coming up in May 2019.   

I plan to take a trip out their myself and would like to know if anyone is interest in details of the 
conference.  There is information on my website and links to tour packages. 

This energy is proven to have enormous healing effects on our etheric fields, our Aura, the light 
(energy) surrounding out bodies. Animals can have a similar effect on this field causing us warm 
nurturing and loving emotions to emit. A puppy playing an excited welcome.  Energy can been seen as 
a colour emitting around you or inside you.  Doctors use CT Scanning machines and ultra sound to 
read the energy in the body and check for Blockages and inconsistency in your energetic body.   



	

This energy running through us and around us is what we use daily to connect to and move stagnant 
energies in the healing art of Qigong.  I have practised this now for 12 years and can share with you 
powerful energy and the wisdom of these ancient secrets. 

 

Come for a catch up, snacks and refreshments, like-minded people and enjoy the rural air and vista of 
animals enjoying themselves in this gorgeous energy here on the land in Wamboin.  

Enjoy a practise of connecting with the energy and activating and opening your energetic body. 

 

Natalie 

 

 

Address : 1240 Norton road, Wamboin NSW 2620; PH 04242168812 

(Approx. 30 mins to Central City Centre, 5 minutes from Bungendore, 20 minutes to Queanbeyan, 
20mins airport) 


